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“Praise be to the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ! In his great mercy he has 
given us new birth into a LIVING HOPE through the resurrection of Jesus Christ from the 

dead, and into an inheritance that can never perish, spoil or fade.” 
1 Peter 1:3 & 4  

When we think of the hope that we as followers of Jesus 
profess, we often think in terms of the promise of eternal life.  
But Peter tells us it is a LIVING HOPE.  This is not just something 
we look forward to in the future – but something we can 
experience in the everyday circumstances of life.

The world we live in is broken by sin, where many suffer pain 
and hardship, and live without hope.  Life is a daily struggle. We 
have an obligation to share the hope that is ours and the 
reason for that hope. The victory won through the resurrection 
of Christ brings the hope of restoration to our broken world.  

One day, all that is wrong will be made right.  In the meanwhile, we can share the LIVING 
HOPE that is ours.

The evidence that we are truly followers of Jesus, the evidence that we will one day be 
judged by, is the way we have treated the hungry, the thirsty, the naked and those in 
bondage. Clean water from a well, medical help from a clinic, a nutritional meal, 
culturally appropriate Bible Study material, a micro loan for a business – all of these and 
many more are ways we can show love and offer hope – a LIVING HOPE, that will change 
a life for now and eternity.

We want to invite you to partner with our EFCCM missionary family around the world as 
they work to offer hope and make a difference in the communities they serve.  We thank 
you for participating in the World of Hope Campaign in the past, and look forward to God 
doing more in us and through us in this year's campaign, as we continue to “serve in the 
birth and growth of healthy churches internationally”.

For the Glory of God and the souls of people,
Dave Penner 
EFCCM Director,  on behalf of the IMLT

Introduction to

World of Hope
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On the Cover: A candid street scene 
caught by Graeme Rattray in Thailand...but it 
could be nearly anywhere! There is room and 
opportunity in the regular patterns of each of 
our lives to share splashes of



Deaf Camp [Hungary]
Is God only for the hearing? Obviously not! One of the biggest 
needs for the deaf community in Hungary is to grasp spiritual 
truths, yet there are few effective teaching tools available. Deaf 
Camp is a friendly, open environment which understands the 
unique challenges deaf people regularly encounter. Many life-
affirming relationships are forged in these experiences, and 
some of the most special are those which arise when successful 
deaf adults become role models to deaf kids.

$120 per camp scholarship | Project 2-2682SW
$25 for camp supplies | Project 2-2682SX

$20 for snacks | Project 2-2682SY

VBS and Ministry for Women [Bolivia]
Every year a Vacation Bible School is put on for children of the 
Mennonite Colonies in Bolivia. Running alongside the VBS is a 
ministry where crafts and fellowship bring together colony 
women and where the message of Christ is shared. Help sponsor 
these events that introduce women to the love God has for them.

$8 for craft supplies | Project 2-3274SU
$20 to sponsor a child for VBS | Project 2-3274SV

Compassion

Love Baskets [El Salvador]
The ongoing ministry of "Love Baskets" in the region of 
Tutultepeque in El Salvador has been running for 4 years and has 
reached many families by meeting basic nutritional needs and by 
providing opportunities to minister the Word of God. El Ro-i 
Ministry Centre delivers the baskets twice a year to the families 
of kids who participate at the Centre, those from bible study 
groups and the elderly of the community. Each basket includes 
rice, beans, sugar, milk and soap, and becomes an expression of 
the love of Jesus. 

$25 per basket | Project 2-2957TO

Centro Familiar Community Centre [Mexico]
This Centre is a place where everyone has an opportunity to take 
part in any of the different programs or classes that are offered, 
including a learning program for special needs children, English 
and art classes, adult education and practical rural development 
courses. There is also a growing music program and lending 
library to advocate literacy and musical arts in a place where 
both are usually only available to the most privileged families.

$50 provides 3 months of music lessons | Project 2-2051TZ
$25 for two books (Spanish) for library | Project 2-2051UA



El Buen Samaritano Seniors’ Home [Mexico]
In Mexican culture, seniors are generally cared for by their family 
members; however, there are numerous cases where seniors 
have no family left or are abandoned. Life for seniors with no one 
to care for them is harsh and more often than not, these men 
and women end up on the streets, exposed to the elements. El 
Buen Samaritano (The Good Samaritan) is a 24-bed, full-care 
facility that is able to provide genuine loving care in the name of 
Christ to these seniors.

$27 for meals/person per week or $120 month | Project 2-5013TE
$90 for staff salary per week or $400/month | Project 2-5013TF

$15 medical expenses per person/week or $67.50/month 
| Project 2-5013TG

Compassion
Garbage City [Egypt]
In Egypt’s “Garbage City,” people are living in unimaginable 
conditions. After the revolution, the economy collapsed. 40% 
are living under the poverty line. Some days they are desperate 
for a piece of bread. It is unlikely that they can eat meat even 
once a year. In this project, we are raising money to provide 
people with basic supplies on an ongoing basis, and a chicken 
for families to share at Christmas and Easter.

$5 per chicken | Project 2-2800TC
$10 per bag of groceries | Project 2-2800TD

Helping Single Moms [Ukraine]
All too often, girls who graduate from the orphanages in Ukraine 
will immediately become pregnant because of a socially-
created norm. Most of these girls do not have established family 
environments, nor have the fathers remained present to co-
parent. Rays of Love sometimes has relationships with these 
girls, and reaches out to them with their program to help them 
take care of themselves and learn to take care of their children. 

$75 per month | Project 2-2879TH

Preventing Sour Milk for the Pastors’ Kids [Cuba]
A number of our pastors in the rural areas are still struggling to 
keep fresh food and milk for the kids from going bad as they do 
not have a simple fridge. Encourage the wives in these 
situations by providing a fridge for their family! 

$450 per fridge | Project 2-5050SZ

Prenatal Care [Bolivia]
Esther Ministries is looking to supply Mennonite families who do 
not have the means or knowledge to properly provide for their 
new-born babies with prenatal formula for nutrition and 
prenatal vitamins for the expecting and new mothers. 

$28 per bottle of prenatal formula | Project 2-5022TA
$20 per box of prenatal vitamins | Project 2-5022TB3



Sew Good [Creative Access Country]
After years of conflict and abandonment, a large number of 
homes are led by women who have not had the chance for 
education or options to match their responsibilities. As most 
clothing is made by hand, training and equipping these women 
in the trade of sewing can offer them a way to make a living to 
sustain their families. The goal of this project is to provide the 
trainees with a grant toward the equipment they need to start 
their own business. This project will see conditions improve for a 
family  and open up opportunities to share the good news. 

$90 per sewing machine | Project 2-2432TK
$40 per sewing table | Project 2-2432TL

$48 per serger | Project 2-2432TM
$100 per 3 month tailoring course| Project 2-2432TN

Compassion

Homeless in Japan [Japan]
Almost all of the homeless do not have anyone to celebrate their 
birthday with. Our missionary family in Japan has started doing 
this with them. In addition to the lunch-box meals provided every 
first and third Saturday, they celebrate their birthdays with two 
Costco birthday cakes on the first Saturday of every month. Will 
you join in doing little things to draw those in need to Christ?  

$3.50 per meal (bento box) or $100/month | Project 2-2900TI
$25 per birthday cake| Project 2-2900TJ

Provide a House for a Family [El Salvador]
With a little effort your family could cover the entire cost of a 
simple home for a family, working hard, trying their best, but still 
living in horrible living conditions. This project is carried out in the 
community where our Ministry Center is teaching the Bible and 
living the faith. Labor is provided by our work teams. Strict criteria 
are used to pick the worthy families. 

$3,000 per house | Project 2-5056TR

Transition Home [Bolivia]
“I just love how God has sent everyone who's come through our 
doors. He doesn't care about how other people have mistreated 
them, and what their opinions are. I've seen these girls change!” 
The Transition Home provides an option to single moms who are 
rejected by their families, and nearly past hope. The Home is 
offering many technical courses for the ladies now, including 
culinary arts, graphic design, medical tech and beauty. 

$400 for technical course  | Project 2-5033TP
$50 towards daycare materials | Project 2-5033TQ



A Gift for Survival and Encouragement [Cuba]
Cuban pastors and evangelists/missionaries survive only by 
God providing in creative ways. Many, many Cuban pastors still 
do not see the salary from their local congregations reach the 
suggested minimum of $20 US per month. And no one can live 
on that small amount anyway! Our monthly gifts, delivered by 
denominational leaders we trust, are huge financial blessings 
allowing them to focus on ministry. We have a goal to bless 80 
families this year. 

$25 per pastoral family/month or $300/year | Project 2-5050TT 

Hacienda de los Arboles Retreat Centre [Mexico]
The Hacienda de los Arboles Retreat Centre was built to be a 
place for ministry in Mexico to expand and flourish. It is currently 
being used for church events, teaching seminars, mission boot 
camps and evangelistic sports outreaches, and hopes to extend 
its ministry further to serve the community.

$50 towards operating costs | Project 2-5014TV
$25 per tree for landscaping | Project 2-5014TW

$75 per event to run water | Project 2-5014TX
$300 towards apartment completion | Project 2-5014TY

Washing Machines for the Pastors’ Wives [Cuba]
What an encouragement for our pastors’ wives when we can 
bless them with a washing machine! In their daily struggles to 
provide for their families, while living in remote, isolated 
villages, and with little money, the fact that they no longer have 
to wash clothes by hand brings joy and frees up lots of time they 
can then use in ministry.

$290 per machine | Project 2-5050TS
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Compassion

Relief  for Orphans and Refugees [Ukraine]
The city of Kramatorsk is in eastern Ukraine very near the 
separatist fighting that has gone on for some 3 years now. 
Pastor Yura leads an EFCCM planted church there. Weekly he 
goes to an orphanage to minister to the orphans and workers 
both spiritually and physically with food, clothes and other 
necessities. In addition, the church is full of people who have 
had to flee their homes in the “war-zone”. He helps them with 
food, medications, etc. Your gift will greatly help this relief 
ministry.  

$10 for food and medication for one person | Project 2-4110TU



Children & Youth
A Home Away from Home [Germany]
If you’re like most people, your perceptions of boarding schools 
are probably pretty bleak. Our missionaries in Germany are 
working hard to change that. Comfortable, tasteful and durable 
furniture is a key to create hospitable spaces for teenagers who 
share life at Black Forest Academy. The most important and 
lasting kinds of ministry usually happen in the shared spaces.

 $50 toward furniture | Project 2-2582UH

Story Keepers Children’s Evangelism  [Latin America]
Kids are still captivated by the DVD series called “Story Keepers” 
which presents (in 13 episodes) the history of the early church as 
they keep the story of Jesus alive in their world. We are using 
these animated movies as programs for evangelism and training 
of children. 

$65 per DVD set | Project 2-5010US

Candelero Boys’ Home [Bolivia]
The large number of children living on the streets in Tarija and 
other Bolivian cities is on the rise. The Candelero Boys’ Home 
has opened its doors to boys who have been abandoned or have 
left their families out of desperation to escape poverty. The staff 
at the Home are constantly trying to keep up with the growing 
boys' need for shoes as well as new school supplies. 

$30 per pair of shoes | Project 2-5028UB
$20 for school supplies | Project 2-5028UC

Orphanage Girls Mentor [Ukraine]
The Director of the orphanage in Kramatorsk asked Pastor Yura if 
he could find someone to help the older girls in 2 key areas. The 
first is with school lessons. Without help they just don’t 
understand some things and don’t do well. They need a tutor! 
Second, they need someone who can help them understand  
what it means to be a young lady. They need to know the value of 
good hygiene, of proper relationships, of godly sexual behaviour. 
The perfect person is Alyona, Pastor Yura’s wife! We want to do 
this for one year and see how it works. $60 will cover one week of 
mentoring. There are 40 weeks in the school year (Sept – June). 
Can you cover one or more weeks of Alyona mentoring these 
young ladies? 

$60 per week | Project 2-4110UD



Plate of Food - Candelero Kids [Bolivia]
A good meal is important for children and teenagers who come 
from broken, poverty stricken homes. The Support Center, 
which also provides help with homework, daily Bible lessons 
and emotional support for these kids, provides a nutritional 
meal for the 28 kids who come to the Center and the 12 boys 
who live in the Boys’ Home. For some, it is their only meal that 
day.

$4.50 per plate | Project 2-5028UE

Back to School [Zimbabwe]
Zimbabwe Gecko Society helps build schools and provides pre-
school ESL so children have a good start when entering 
kindergarten. Children get daily meals so they can focus on their 
studies instead of foraging for food. They also get access to 
sports and recreation time, which helps build valuable life skills 
and allows them to enjoy being children!

$30 per month for school scholarships | Project 2-3257UF
$100 toward classroom construction | Project 2-3257UG

High School Scholarship Program [El Salvador]
It is difficult for students in Tutultepeque to finish high school. 
There is a lack of resources, and pressure to leave early to work 
in town or in the fields. El Ro-i Ministry Centre has set up a 
scholarship that not only allows students to finish High School 
but they also ensure the students are involved in the Youth 
Ministry there and are encouraged to grow spiritually as well as 
build relationships in their families with their parents. 

$30 per month or $300/year | Project 2-2957UV
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Children & Youth

MK Re-Entry Camp Scholarships [Canada]
When Missionary Kids [MKs] return to Canada, they often do not 
feel they are coming “home”. Teens’ natural struggles of 
identity, belonging, acceptance, values, and temptation are 
heightened for MKs. A network of supporting relationships with 
other MKs greatly enhances success. While the cost of 
travelling to and participating in these events varies, a 
scholarship of $250 can go a long way towards helping make 
these valuable connections.

$250 per scholarship | Project 2-4015UK



After School Reading Program [Liberia]
With a illiteracy rate of over 60%, there is an immense need for 
professionally-trained teachers. Working with communities 
and in schools, Grassroots Ministry is making an effort to 
improve this rate. We offer after-school reading programs three 
days a week for children at New Gate Center and provide basic 
literacy training for teachers in various schools. 

$50 per after school program per day | Project 2-2475UL
$100 per month for teachers’ salary & supplies | Project 2-2475UM

School Uniforms [Zimbabwe]
To attend a school in Zimbabwe an orphan must have a full 
uniform: hat, dress (girls), shirt, tie, shorts/trousers (boys), 
socks, leather shoes. Feeling marginalized in society, a uniform 
and school attendance is a high value for orphan children, 
giving them a desperately needed sense of worth, self-esteem, 
identity and belonging.

$100 per year per child | Project 2-2255UT

Send 150 Kids to Summer Camp [Cuba]
In our partnership with the Eastern Cuban churches we are 
committed to helping the Youth & Children’s ministry make 
summer camp a possibility. The children each pay $2, but this 
just does not cover the cost. Our partnership ensures that 
hundreds of kids get to Bible Camp to find out about Jesus or 
continue their growing relationship with Him.

$550 per camp (3 camps) | Project 2-5050UI
 $9 per camper | Project 2-5050UJ

Children & Youth

Home of Joy [Thailand] 
In the remote mountain regions of Thailand, schools are 
chronically under-resourced. For parents who value education, 
their best option has been boarding schools, which are not only 
daunting, but may be a source of questionable influence. 
Home of Joy is a place for the education and discipleship of 
these girls. It provides a nurturing, safe environment which 
matches the parents’ values. This project allows for the 
expansion of the home, or direct support of its young students 
as well as evangelism into the mountain regions. 

$50 per month per student | Project 2-2777UO
$100 towards upkeep for Home of Joy | Project 2-2777UP

$100 towards evangelism outreach | Project 2-2777UQ
$50 towards visas and work permits | Project 2-2777UR



Graduation Clothes [Ukraine]
Graduation, like in Canada and the United States, is a big deal to 
high school students in the Ukraine. It is a public event where 
boys and girls have dresses and tuxedos tailor-made that can be 
used again for important events or for job interviews. For 
orphans, this day is no less special, but it is harder to save 
enough to have the dresses and suits made. Help make this day, 
and important ones to come, a wonderful event!

$150 per orphan | Project 2-2879UN

Leadership & Training
Piano Keyboards, Cymbals and Sound Systems [Cuba]
Cubans love to create music!  Every church we partner with is 
desperate for instruments, for cymbals without cracks, for a 
sound board that can amplify their worship.  If music is in your 
soul, help the Cuban church sing a new song to the Lord!

$45 per cymbal | Project 2-5050VD
$375 per sound system | Project 2-5050VE

$490 per piano keyboard | Project 2-5050VF

Grassroots Pastors [Liberia]
Wrong teaching is prevalent in many local churches in Liberia. 
Oftentimes this is a result of inadequate training or insufficient 
experience with the pastors involved. Grassroots Ministry is 
working to encourage pastors from around Liberia with training 
programs, prayer fellowship, encouragement and thorough 
discussions on theology to improve biblical understanding.

$75 per monthly stipend | Project 2-2475UW

SEAN Program [Bolivia]
La Roca facilitates a 2-year bible study program called SEAN 
(Study by Extension for All Nations) for students of all ages. 
Using the book of Matthew as the foundation, students learn 
basic theology, simple/practical tools for bible study, and 
ultimately, strategy for church expansion. There are currently 40 
students attending and studying in both Low German and 
Spanish. In the two years, the students will need 6 different 
textbooks to receive a well-rounded education. 

$30 for one textbook (6 are needed/person) | Project 2-2095UX
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Children & Youth



Training the Next Generation of Missionaries [Cuba]
Many young people in Cuba are willing and called to serve as 
missionaries starting new house churches. They need training!  
One week each month, for ten months out of the year, 24 young 
people go to the Las Palmas Training Center to take 
concentrated Bible training. By their second year of training they 
are active in ministry the other three weeks of the month. Costs 
include tuition, room and board and transportation to school.

$480 per student/year or $48 per month | Project 2-5050UY

Small Engine Repair Course [Liberia]
New Gate Centre offers a 12-week course in small engine repair 
that gives high school level credit to students in Liberia. Students 
learn to tear down and rebuild engines. Graduates are provided 
with a toolkit enabling them to work after completion. The course 
teaches valuable technical skills and provides a discipleship 
component with daily devotionals. 

$200 per student | Project 2-2475VC

Equipping Christian Leaders [Nicaragua]
Pastors and other leaders often long to know God more and seek 
better understanding of His Word, but many lack 
Bibles/training/discipleship. Some of our missionaries in 
Nicaragua have been embracing this challenge. So far, a group of 
pastors and youth leaders from 23 local churches are studying 
God's Word in their newly received Bibles, taking in courses and 
conferences, reassessing foundational beliefs and traditions, 
and sharing newfound truths with everyone around them. It’s 
been wonderful to witness God’s work in hearts and minds 
wrestling with some very firmly entrenched false teachings, and 
to see the wonder and joy as God reveals Himself anew.

$30 per person per course/conference | Project 2-5061UZ
$4 per Spanish Bible | Project 2-5061VA

$20 per Bible study kit for 10 people | Project 2-5061VB

Leadership & Training

Church Planting
A Simple House to Kick Start a New Church [Cuba]
As we reach out to new areas that do not have a gospel witness, 
one of the key steps is to acquire a house that can be used as a 
legal house church.  Right now in Cuba, we have a limited window 
of opportunity to purchase inexpensive properties which will 
facilitate rapid expansion of the gospel. Prices range between 
$1,500 to $18,000. 

$500 towards a house or $3000 per house| Project 2-5050VG
$100 per front door | Project 2-5050VH



Disaster Preparedness for TMC [Japan]
Experts in Japan are predicting many possible disasters and 
Tokyo city is encouraging everyone to be prepared. Earthquakes 
(the predicted “big one”), floods from surrounding rivers (much 
of Tokyo is actually below sea level) and Mt. Fuji erupting are all 
possible, imminent disasters. We at Tokyo Multicultural Church 
(TMC) would like to be well prepared, not only to minister and 
care for our people, but to reach out to our neighbours.

$12 per 3 meals/day | Project 2-2302VJ
$10 per 6 litres of water | Project 2-2302VK 

$10 per adult helmet | Project 2-2302VL
$3 per light emergency blanket | Project 2-2302VM

$75 per toilet substitute | Project 2-2302VN

 Bicycles:  A Key Part of Church Planting [Cuba]
Transportation continues to be a major challenge in all of Cuba.  
This affects our missionaries as walking everywhere consumes 
so much time. Help facilitate church planting efforts by providing 
a locally-sourced bike, or consider helping ship in a heavy duty 
bike that will last for years! 

$200 to $500 per bike | Project 2-5050VI

Chuch Planting [Zimbabwe]
Zimbabwe Gecko Society’s mission is to show the love of Jesus 
Christ to the people of Zimbabwe with a goal of breaking the cycle 
of poverty. We aim to do that by creating long-term, spiritual 
community health projects.

$100 towards church building construction | Project 2-3257VO
              $15 per Bible | Project 2-3257VP 
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Ministry Centre Project [Ukraine]
A new church called the Bridge Church started in the 
missionary's apartment. Now we need more room! The EFCCM 
orphanage ministry, Rays of Love, is growing and needs a place 
for all of its various ministries. The answer for both is a Ministry 
Centre in the city of Krivoy Rog! The property is purchased. The 
plans are drawn. Now we need to start construction (in the 
spring of 2017 Lord willing). You can purchase a window, a door, 
a building block, a sink, some shingles, etc. with your generous 
gift.

$50 per building part | Project 2-4081WA

Church Planting



Camp Ministry [Hungary]
Our missionaries are seeking to continue and further their 
ministry but unfortunately other responsibilities take them away 
from the camp. They’re looking for a local couple who can come 
alongside the work, who share the same heart for growing 
relationships between each other and with God, and who can 
maintain momentum in the event our missionaries are 
unavailable. Help low income families to enjoy all the benefits of 
camp by sponsoring them.

$15 per person for travel expenses | Project 2-4215VQ
$15 per person per day for accommodations  | Project 2-4215VR

$75 per sponsorship | Project 2-4230VS

Online Bible College [Ukraine]
The EFC Association of churches in Ukraine has begun a creative 
way to bring Bible classes to people in their churches via the 
internet. This online course offers Bible classes that are not 
otherwise available in the area and cover topics like the New 
Testament books, spiritual life, theology, and the Life of Christ.

$10 per person per class | Project 2-4160VT

Evangelism

Baseball Evangelism [Cuba]
Two of our churches are located in small communities where 
baseball is the sport of passion among the young adult men.  The 
churches have begun outreach programs using the formation of 
baseball teams as the key component. There is an urgent need 
for equipment for these teams. (Used ball gloves are welcome, 
too!)

$400 per year | Project 2-5050VU 
$50 per ball glove | Project 2-5050VV

New Testaments for Deported Immigrants [Mexico]
As Central American illegal immigrants are detained in Mexico, 
they are sent back to a center in Hermosillo where local church 
members care for them, provide them with food and clothing and 
present Gospel truths as encouragement for their journey back 
to their country of origin. We are privileged to provide each 
person with a New Testament. We are using approximately 
1,000 per year. 

$2.15 per New Testament | Project 2-5010VX
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Centre of Christian Learning (CCL) [Ukraine]
Preachers in the Ukrainian church have a desire to grow. This is 
where CCL comes in. It provides the Preacher’s Forum annually 
to bring together all who are working with the Word. This year 
CCL is asking for help to put on this event to spur on Ukrainian 
preachers and lay persons to develop more maturity and skills. 
The Preachers’ Forum provides these church leaders with 
practical knowledge and encouragement, which enhances their 
ability to make sense of and explain Scripture more effectively to 
their congregations. 

$10 per event registration | Project 2-4140VZ

Subsidise an Event [Hungary]
A ministry centre near our missionaries is used for many 
different events, each of which is designed to build a sense of 
community; a place where organic conversation is possible. 
Help subsidise an event addressing one of the following areas: 
Adult English clubs, Youth events, Sunday morning fellowship 
time, Hungarian Bible Study Club, or English Bible Study Club.

$10 per event | Project 2-2072VY

Books for Students [Ukraine]
The Summer English Institute (SEI) in Krivoy Rog offers a class 
using the Narnia series from C.S. Lewis. Next summer, it will be 
Prince Caspian. Most find themselves shocked by the contrast in 
teaching methods to their regular Ukrainian school or university 
and enjoy the interactive nature and care the teachers give the 
class and course. It is a great book study that will be used, not 
only to teach English, but to lead into discussion about spiritual 
things, too. We also offer a New Testament to each student so 
they can have the Scriptures themselves to read and study. 

$8 per book | Project 2-7221WB
$5 per Russian NT | Project 2-7221WC

Bibles for Hungary [Hungary]
Help provide a Hungarian/English New Testament for new 
English club students and summer campers, most of whom 
have never read God’s Word before.

$12 per Bible | Project 2-4290WD

Kids’ Outreach Events [Cuba]
Two of our church partners are evangelizing new areas of their 
communities by holding special children’s events four times per 
year. Last year’s effort in one location has resulted in a new 
house church in the home of brand new believers! Help cover 
the costs for the crafts and snacks. 

$45 per event x 8 per year | Project 2-5050VW

Evangelism
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Development
Support Sustainable Agriculture Development [Nicaragua]
Share the love of Christ in the second poorest country in the 
western hemisphere by helping finance half an acre, or two, or 
ten. The sustainable agriculture programs of La Semilla 
Ministries are financing crop input costs and connecting 
struggling subsistence farmers with the information and 
resources they need. The results are increased yields and the 
empowerment of farmers to reach better and more stable 
markets. Best of all, this is a revolving fund that is returned at 
each harvest, meaning your gift will keep giving over and over 
again, each time a new crop is planted, two times every year!

$80 per half acre or $160 per acre | Project 2-5062WH

Health Clinic [El Salvador]
The further away from medical facilities people live, the more 
their health is at risk. And in this rural region, transportation is 
neither easy nor convenient, so a trip to the closest hospital (20 
km away) is a significant journey. The clinic recently built now 
serves 20-30 people a day (many of whom are children), 
providing basic health care for treating injuries, handling minor 
infections and recovering from parasites which are prevalent in 
the region. Help supply the necessary resources for blood tests.

$16 per 100 tests | Project 2-5055XO

Agua Yaku [Bolivia]
The Guarani people of the Izozog region of southern Bolivia live in 
the dry Chaco where water is scarce and life is hard. Hours spent 
hauling water each day could be better spent in income-
generating activities. Nearby surface water sources are 
contaminated and cause endemic gastrointestinal diseases. 
Drilling a clean water well and providing filters in an area like this 
is life-changing and life-giving. 

$1,500 per well | Project 2-5035WV
$500 per month’s salary  employee | Project 2-5035WW

$90 per Sawyer filter | Project 2-5048WX

Chicken and Rabbit Run [Zimbabwe] 
The Shammah Children’s Home, run by the Malates, hosts up to 
12 orphans from the surrounding community at a time. A rabbit 
and chicken run provides protein for the Home and for sale, and 
the children learn to take care of them, an important life skill.

S3 per chicken | Project 2-2255XK
$10 per female rabbit or $15 per male rabbit | Project 2-2255XL

$25 towards construction and supplies | Project 2-2255XM



El Ro-í Ministry Centre Upkeep [El Salvador]
El Ro-í Ministry Centre in El Salvador exists to serve the 
emotional, physical and spiritual needs of its community. From 
after school homework help, literacy classes, bible studies, 
Friday and Saturday church, to providing much needed 
scholarships and food, it is a place that is constantly full and 
offers positive influences, role models and healthier pursuits for 
kids who often fall to gang influences. Currently the Centre is in 
need of upkeep and maintenance to continue to serve and grow 
in the community. 

$7 per metre of finishing tile | Project 2-2957WG 

The Chicken Project [Creative Access Country]
Existing opportunities to make a living in this country are few 
and far between. Join this already-growing project to improve 
local food security, and to earn some money for burgeoning 
chicken farmers. Our missionaries are hoping to subsidize the 
training for raising chickens and to offer these techniques to 
more participants.

$6 per chicken | Project 2-2432WJ

Building Harmony [Bolivia]
Music has a unique ability to break through social and spiritual 
barriers that might appear impenetrable. In Bolivia, it is one of 
the few ways to connect evangelical Christians with people in 
the broader, predominantly Roman Catholic culture. This 
project transcends denominational differences with a mutual 
love of music and the hope of the Gospel, teaching people how 
to respect and work with each other in small but important ways. 
It’s also giving these budding musicians solid musical training, 
something they can excel at and develop healthy perceptions of 
themselves which they can carry into every area of life.

$15 towards music | Project 2-2577WT
            $25 toward instruments upkeep | Project 2-2577WU

Centre of Christian Learning (CCL) Librarian [Ukraine]
CCL’s library is a crucial hub of learning and knowledge. More 
than just a curator of books, its librarian is an indispensable 
asset, assisting students and church leaders with the academic 
resources they need to further their education. Her role ranges 
from suggesting appropriate sources to helping with the actual 
writing of the papers. Help CCL continue to offer her vital role to 
its students.

$20 for a day’s salary or $300/month | Project 2-4140WI
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Affordable Items for Farm Families [Nicaragua]
Help give one of La Semilla’s farm families a boost. Food-grade 
barrels are difficult to find and can make a big difference to a 
rural family for protecting food or seed from ever-present insects 
and humidity, or for collecting rain-water. Backpack sprayers 
allow for application of the crop protection products needed to 
boost yields and income. Implements such as a 4-row planter are 
rare in this part of Nicaragua; crop production is completed by 
hand. Investing in our mechanized agriculture program will help 
us share these technologies with an eager audience.

$30 per barrel | Project 2-5062WK
$60 per backpack sprayer | Project 2-5062WL

$500 toward mechanical equipment | Project 2-5062WM

Novô Community [Bolivia]
One of the most serious and urgent problems in developing 
countries is the crippling level of substance abuse. Addicts need 
interventions at all levels, and that’s where Novo comes in. Novo 
trains and counsels people to overcome their physiological and 
psychological dependencies. This project raises money for 
training equipment to give recovering addicts employable life 
skills in growing local industries. Additionally, our missionaries 
are developing a training workshop to enable churches to deal 
with the unique challenges of addiction.

$40 per Bible & Recovery Workbook | Project 2-5020WY
$95 per full medical visit | Project 2-5020WZ

$100 per month staff salary | Project 2-5020XA
$150 per resident kit (clothes, boots, etc)| Project 2-5020XB
$200 per month for living costs/resident | Project 2-5020XC

$1250 to purchase a project computer | Project 2-5020XD

Candelero Boys’ Home Garden [Bolivia]
Candelero Boys’ Home is working on building a garden for their 
home with a proper irrigation system. The garden will supply 
corn,  potatoes and other vegetables year-round to contribute 
towards the food for the Boys’ Home.

$100 towards a generator | Project 2-5058XF
$10 per bag of cement | Project 2-5058XG

$25 towards seeds & garden equipment | Project 2-5058XH 

Fish Farms for Esther Ministries [Bolivia]
A hole left after a construction project has become a unique 
opportunity. It has been lined and filled with water to become a 
sustainable fish farm providing food for the children who come to 
Casa Mariposa.

$30 per month for fish food | Project 2-5022WF
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Business-As-Mission Development [Nicaragua]
Nicaragua has the second-lowest GDP in the western 
hemisphere, and job opportunities are few. Providing quality 
resources and mentorship to local business-people makes a 
difference, economically, in their communities. Promoting the 
creation of businesses-as-missions through evangelism, 
discipleship, and training, can make a lasting difference for 
eternity.

$30 per person for The Global Leadership 
Summit 2016 | Project 2-5061WR

$4 per Spanish Bible | Project 2-5061WS

Clean and Effective Seed [Nicaragua]
One of the biggest obstacles to achieving a successful harvest is 
lack of good quality seed at a decent price. Your contribution will 
help La Semilla Ministries procure seed and operate their seed 
cleaning plant (including the hiring of local ladies for final quality 
control). We’ll be able to provide both bean and sorghum seed at 
prices that are attractive and will help local producers make the 
decision to invest in this essential ingredient towards a 
successful harvest!

$12 per 100 weight of clean seed or $240/ton | Project 2-5062XE

Medical Project [Creative Access Country]
Within an impoverished society, one of the most urgent needs is 
healthcare. This project trains nurses and medical staff within 
clinics on the basics: prenatal care, postnatal care, newborns, 
hygiene, nutrition, fitness and family planning. Local staff and 
volunteers partner with our missionaries so they can help with 
language and cultural barriers and also share this instruction 
themselves one day.

$5 per visit | Project 2-2432XI

Medical Project [Zimbabwe]
Zimbabwe Gecko Society helps develop and improve capacity, 
so that locals can receive health care services in their own 
communities including treatment, counselling and nutritional 
education. They have recently partnered with Dr. Ray Markham 
who will facilitate Canadian medical students and physicians 
working together with Zimbabwean medical students and 
physicians to the benefit of both countries and the communities 
they support

$25 per nurse visit | Project 2-3257WN
$500 for medication per month/community | Project 2-3257WO

$100 toward building construction | Project 2-3257WP
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Sustainable Community Programs [Zimbabwe]
By implementing sustainable programs in communities, we are 
working to help people become self-sufficient. Instead of 
providing short-term solutions we envision the bigger picture. We 
are thus able to support and protect those most vulnerable in a 
community by creating a safe and healthy environment for them 
to live in. Relationships are established before work starts, and 
continue to grow over time.

$100 toward hand pump well for a village | Project 2-3257XP
$150 for farming course | Project 2-3257XQ

$50 for seed packs and chicken manure | Project 2-3257XR
$75 for farming tools | Project 2-3257XS

$40 per goat | Project 2-3257XT
$5 per chicken | Project 2-3257XU

$200 for sewing machines and supplies | Project 2-3257XV
 $100 toward sewing & carpentry centre | Project 2-3257XW

Chairs for the Church [Cuba]
What an encouraging problem we have in that we don’t have 
enough chairs for those who want to be in house church services!  
We need 15 chairs for the Jagüey location and another 30 for the 
newly expanded Copey house church as they have double the 
space now in their expanded facility. 

$25 per chair | Project 2-5050WE

Basic Church Renovations:  A New Bathroom [Cuba]
Many of the house churches meet in buildings that were built in 
the early 1900’s and often lack a functioning bathroom. That 
creates major issues!  We can help resolve these situations by 
funding renovations for minimal investment and bring huge 
encouragement!

$750 per bathroom project | Project 2-5050XJ

Water for a Community [Zimbabwe] 
Municipal water in Harare is haphazard and needs to be filtered 
for drinking. The Shammah Foster Home, with 12 children, 
urgently needs a borehole providing reliable water.

S100 toward a borehole, pump and holding tank | Project 2-2255XN

Just a Roof [Egypt]
Much of Egypt’s garbage city would be unrecognisable as 
inhabitable. With no better options available, we’re working to 
provide the structure for a roof which will at least keep people 
safe from of the elements, and will lessen the likelihood of a 
dangerous collapse.

$50 towards a roof | Project 2-2800WQ
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